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If the wish were father to the
thought, the thought would invariably
be sunny, says Puck.

Japanese “fans” at Honolulu forced
*

a baseball umpire to quit. The man
wf ho called the little yellow men “Yan-
kees of the East” evidently knew.

A Chicago woman shot at a burglar
and hit her baby. The youngster is
starting rather early on its career as

en innocent bystander, suggests the
Washington Post.

Although no prominent physician
jas mentioned it, avers the Louisville
Courier Journal, safety lies in deposit-
ing your money microbes in a bank
rather than in going about with them
in your pocket looking for opportuni-
ties to blow in the currency and elim-
mate the threatened anger.

In a Rhode Island mill they let wa-

ter trickle over the inside wans on
hot days, and the operatives are eith-
er cooler, or think they are. Goodm
scheme, remarks the Brooklyn Eagle.
Might be employed in some alderman-
ic chambers during the heated de-
bates. Only, the sight of water would
probably drive some of the debaters
shrieking into the fields—or some-
where.

French vital statistics for last yeai,
just published, show a decrease of 10,-
937 births from the number in 1904.
There were more marriages, but the
families grow smaller. The national
association which is studying the
question thinks it necessary to in-
culcate the notion that any couple
that rears more than three children
merits and is entitled to public grati-
tude and protection. May be so, admits
the Indianapolis News, but if a peo-
ple won’t stay on the earth, all the
sentiments imaginable cannot make
them.

An enthusiast who sees visions de-
clares that as the flight of the aero-
plane is now about 800 times what
it was two years ago. if this rate of in-
crease can be kept up it will soon be
possible “to make voyages of 20 days,
circling over continents.” It might al-
so be said, argues the New York
Press, that Johnny has grown two
feet in the last two years, and that if
he keeps up this rate of growth by
the time he is 37 years old he will
stand something over 45 feet in his
socks. In the last 25 years the fast
time between Europe and America
has been reduced from 10 days to less
than five, and if this rate of speed
reduction is kept up for the next 25
years it will be possible to cross in nc
time- at all.

Doctors frequently recommend
horseflesh when it is necessary to
give uncooked meat to invalids, and
such is the demand in Paris today,
.says the Paris correspondent of The
Caterer, of London, that the “hippo-
phagic” butchers—whose sign is a
horse’s head above the door—have oc-
casionally some difficulty in supply-
ing all their customers. “ I have
I
knowr n Englishmen In Paris eat a
horse steak with evident relish, until
thye were told that what they had
been enjoying was not what they im-
agined it to be; and, from personal ex-
perience, I can affirm that a good 1
grilled horse steak, served with
chopped parsley, is not to be de-
spised,” declares the writer.

People do not respond quickly to
the appeals of organized charity, the
New York Tribune says, and addi-
tionally we have never given serious
thought to the vital problem of the I

i
distribution of labor. The Tribune j
continues: Owing to neglect in this |
matter. East siders cannot find bread
for their children, while the Kansas
farmers’ employment bureaus are
hunting for 28,000 farmhands. Thanks '
to it, in part, ditch diggers in Nevada
have all the work they care to under- ;
lake at $4 a day, while skilled me-
chanics in large eastern towns spend
all their savings in an idle winter, j
The three requisites of an effective
distributing system are, for all prac-
tical ends, wholly lacking in this coun-
try. There is no national or interstate
employment bureau financed and
managed on a scale commensurate
with its duties and opportunities.
There is no system of cheap railway
transportation for workingmen going
to and from employment. The "man
with the hoe” must travel from town
to town either at the same rates which
merchants pay, or else free “on the
bumpers,” with the “hoboes.” Finally
there are no labor colonies for the re-
ception on honorable terms of honest
workingmen in times of acute depres-
sion. la it strange that children go
hungry on the Fast Side? Rather is
tt remarkable that there is not far

The
p Manand His Job

Cy Herbert J. Hapgood. Q
•••••••••• NE of the many difficulties experienced by the sales-man*
* X ager arises from the trouble he has in keeping his men In
T M % x their respective territories. The problem becomes particu-
X M W ♦ Jarly troublesome with a line like typewriters, trading
j x stamps, cash registers or an article that is sold to small

merchants or direct to the people. A large sales force is
£ ♦ employed in putting such propositions on the market and
>♦♦♦♦—m consequently the territories are easily accessible one to an-

other and the temptation for one man to encroach upon th®
other's exclusive field becomes very great. When a man sees a prospect
that looks good just across the line, the chances are he will jurftp over and
try to get a contract.

The other day a man who used to sell typewriters came to me and said
he couldn’t make good on the proposition mainly because his rights of ter-
ritory were so often violated. While this seemed a pretty thin excuse for
his not being able to sell the machines, I was nevertheless impressed by his
complaint and am somewhat inclined to believe that sales-managers gener-
ally do not give the matter sufficient attention.

He said that one morning as he was working a remote corner of his ter-
ritory—it was somewhere in Connecticut—he went into an office and found
that one of their typewriters had been recently put in on trial. The boss
was out at the time he called, but he got into the good graces of the young
lady stenographer—as all typewriter salesmen try more or less successfully
to and learned the whole stcry.

It would have been an easy matter for him to have reported the incident
to his sales-manager, but he knew that the man who encroached on his ter-
ritory would offer the old excuse of saying that the prospect was a personal
friend of his. So he decided to punish the intruder in a more original manner
and accordingly he took out the machine, and had the man searching for it
for over two weeks.—New York Commercial.
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£> Why Women Talk 'S
f Little 1
1 By George Harvey.

AN it be that Nature is reasserting her authority? We may
not deny that upon all females, except those politely oon-

f J sidered as human, she did and does enjoin submissive sil-
I I ence. It is the cock that crows, the gander that honks, the
I ■ father bird that sings, the bullfrog that gulps, and even the
I I masculine grasshopper that stridently rasps his wings. So
I 1 to-day, in conformity with barbaric custom, quietude is im-

posed upon the harem of a Turk as upon that of a chanti-
deer, but how long since not without cause did we suppose

m i-eiceived the disappearance of the habit among civilized peoples!
Are we not, then, driven to the conclusion that women of to-day are be-

ginning to talk less in the hope of thus better pleasing men? If so, while
commending the motive, we would unhesitatingly question the method.
American women err grievously in assuming that their actual or would-be
lords dislike to hear them converse upon all suitable occasions. The mere
music of their voices as contrasted with the raucous male note easily coun-
terbalances any possible disparity in the ideas expressed. And, compared
with sheer stupidity or studied sulkiness, loquacity is a joy to all mankind.
Upon all grounds, therefore—in the interest of progress and enlightenment,
for the unburdening of the spirit, to enhance cheerfulness, to discourage care,
to brighten the home, for sincerity’s sake no less than for circumspection’s,
even for the preservation of peace and quiet within and without the Ameri-
can family—we cry out for a loosening of the delicate tongues now so strange-
ly and so suspiciously stilled.—North American Review.
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| America* s I
{ •.* Bargain Counter'.* |
j- By Prank W. O’Malley. i

SFthat Englishman of Lowell’s, whose notion of America was
that of a great stretch of bargain-counter strung along the
seaboard, founded his conception of the United States up-
on a glimpse from a schooner off Atlantic City, neither you
nor any one else would blame him. The Boardwalk is a
string of shops on one side facing the sea, and they are,
next to the thousands of promenaders, the most interesting
things there. You may have hurried away from the towny
shops back in Atlantic avenue when you noted that they

sported grossly material things like heads of cabbage and sides of beef, but
out here among the Boardwalk shops you will find nothing on sale except
everything in the world that you haven’t the slightest use for. They’ve
thrown away the fronts of the shops so that you the better may see the near-
Japanese gimcracks that our studious and spectacled and suave little brown
brothers are selling through the medium of a well-groomed white auctioneer,
who repeats the bids offered as though he were revealfhg a great secret sor-
row. Here are Persian, Syrian and Turkish rugs, some designed and built
in a post village like Bagdad centuries ago, no doubt, and many more that
were designed there centuries ago but only recently have been built for the
Western rich in the applied art centres of Camden, which is in New Jersey.
Toy-shops fairly embrace one another. Picture post-cards are even more num-
erous than around the Hotel Venus at Santiago—rows and racks of them
that litter tables and climb ceilingward along three walls.—Everybody’s Mag-
azine.
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Ehat Happened |
To Lots Wife I

Chemist Lyell M Rider. t

ELL, what happened to Lot’s wife? Lot and Abraham were
♦ leaving Sodom and Gomorrah to their fate. Lot’s wife

_
_ X turned back. She did not merely look back; she actually

♦ J ♦ went back a distance into the zone of a remarkable phenom-
* mr + eoon which took place at the time, or perhaps her turning
♦ * * ♦ back was merely lagging, which caused her to be caught

and overwhelmed by forces of nature there in operation.
I said a moment ago that a streak of fire passing rapidly

through the air would precipitate nitric acid. So would a
bolt of lightning. A bolt of lightning moving for a distance of 200 feet with-
out the zigzag breaks in its course would throw down nitric acid out of the
air for a territory a mile in diameter.

Now, suppose a bolt of lightning did dart through the air in the immedi-
ate vicinity of what is now the Dead Sea. Suppose that bolt to have tra-
versed a long distance, with its course unbroken by a common zigzag move-
ment of lightning. Enough nitric acid would be thrown down to change all
the surface of the earth for mile® around to nitrates. And, in my opinion,
that is exactly what did happen, causing not only the transformation of Lot’s
wife to a pillar of salt, but also causing the Dead Sea to become “dead.”

Their Game.

A poor lady the other day hastened
co the nursery and said to her little
daughter;

“Minnie, what do you mean by
shouting and screaming? Play
quietly like Tommy. See, he doesn’t
make a sound*’ .

“Of course he doesn’t,” sap the
little girl. “That is our game. He Is
papa coming home late, and I am
you."—Brerrbodv’* Migastne*

The English Way.
You get into your morning second-

class compartment on the S. E. and C-
Railway to come up to the office. You
meet in the main the same nine other
men every day. You do this .for
napntbs, nay years; but# you newer
speak. If you venture *to make the
bad, bold, rash expedient, you ane
frozen to death with a look .as If to
say, “What the deuce do yoli.mean by
speaking to mer’—Grocer's AedtstMt

SCENE AT ANNAPOLIS NAVAL ACADEMY.

ENTRANCE FACING CHESAPEAKE BAY—TO BANCROFT HALL,
UNITED STATE NAVAL ACADEMY*

A Unique Umbrella.
Owing to the fact that the handle-

rod or stick of the ordinary umbrella
Is centrally disposed, a single person
can occupy only one-half of the space
beneath the umbrella, with the re-
sult that his outer shoulder is usually
exposed to the drip and rain. To
remedy this defect, two inventors of
Bridgewater, Va., have designed an
umbrella which when raised will have
the handle located to one side of the
centre, leaving the central portion of
the sheltered space unobstructed.
This umbrella when closed has sub-
stantially the appearance of the or-
dinary article. The umbrella stick
Is provided with the usual runner,
but the stretchers instead of being
connected to the runner as in the or-

A Unique Umbrella.

3inary umbrella, are attached to a
carrier which is connected to the run-
ner by means of a pair of links.
Hence, when the umbrella is closed,
the ribs fold closely against the um-
brella handle, but when the umbrella
is raised they are tilted with respect
to the handle, as illustrated in the
engraving.—Scientific American.

Sprayer For Hose Nozzles.
A simple attachment for hose noz-

tles has recently been invented, which
will permit the operator to control
the form of stream issuing from the
nozzle. Thus the water may be per-
mitted to flow either in a solid stream
or it may be sprayed to any extent

Sprayer For Hose Nozzle.

desired. The device consists of a
pan-shaped blade, which is hinged
to the nozzle in such manner that it
may be rocked toward or from the
stream. The blade is formed with a
handle which by means of a leaf
spring bearing on the nozzle is nor-
mally pressed upward to keep the
blade or deflector clear of the stream.
When the operator so desires he may-
press on the handle, bringing the de-
flector Into engagement with the
stream, and thereby spraying the
water. —Scientific American.

Cooking Cattle Whole.
One of the most popular forms of

entertaining guests in the South Ig to
hold a barbecue, as it Is called. Tho
host generally employs a skilled white,
or colored barbecue cook. A trench
is dug in the ground and the bottom
filled in with kindling and hard
wood which will burn to coal. After

KSy.tyftv';

Roasting Carcasses Whole For Bar-
becue.

the fire has been made, carcasses of
sheep, fowls, sometimes steers are
fastened above the bed of coals and
thus roasted to be cut up and served
on long tables with vegetables and
other viands. One of the features
of the barbecue is the roasting of the
carcasses in the presence of the
guests. This picture shows one of
the roasting trenches with cattle be-
ing cooked over the live coals.

Reversible Type Cabinet.
A sectional type cabinet of interest

to printers has been devised and pat-
ented by a Wisconsin man. With the
ordinary printers’ type cabinet but
one man can wr ork at the cabinet at
the same time. Three or four com-
positors may be waiting to use the
cabinet to get at some of the forty or

fifty different cases of type. These
objections are overcome in the im-
proved cabinet shown here. Instead
of all the type cases opening on one
side, they are arranged to open on
all four sides of the cabinet.—Wash-
ington Star.

Not One to Deride.

Doctor.—“Now let me seen if you can put your tongue out.”
Tough Boy—"What would I put me tongue out at you fer? You

ain't done nawthin’ to me."—Brooklyn Life.

Meat Broiler,

A meat broiler, containing many
improved features, has been recently
patented by an Ohio man. IS, com-
prises a receptacle having means for

m
i

holding the meat and a pan to catch
the drippings. The frame for holding
the meat is perforated, being circular
in form, and is journaled close to the
top of the broiler. After the meat is
placed on the frame it is held in posi-
tion by pins, which pierce the meat.
In order that the meat can be turned
from time to time to expose opposite
sides equally to the heat, handles are
secured on the outside of the broiler.
The latter is placed over the fire, the
heat entering through an opening in
the bottom. In the lower part of the
broiler is a pan for catching drip-
pings. Vapors produced from this
matter, which naturally becomes Quite
hot, arise and surround the meat, to
be at once absorbed, so that the latter
is practically cooked and barbecued
by simmering in its own juices, which
keep it moist and tender. —Washing-
ton Star.

When New York City’s Catakill
•'dutt Is completed the city will

> :‘er enough for a population
of 7,000.060, without any eauaa tar

Grade Market Poultry.
Grade poultry before marketing. If

you have a lot of fat hens, a few old
hens, persistent brooders, and some
cocks to dispose of, grade them ac-
cording to size and quality. Good
hens in the same coop with old birds
and broodies will not,raise their quali-
oid birds ty, but they will be dragged
down to the level of the poorest bfrd.
and cooks detract from the appear-
ance of the entire coop. There is no
good reason why a uniform price
should be paid for all chickens.—Farm-
ers Home Journal.

The Difference in Breeding.
An old breeder of Shorthorn cat-

tle says that his high grade Shorthorn
calves at weaning time will sell for
as much as common breed steers when
a year old. That is a pretty good test
of breeding when it comes down to
attual dollars. The calf of high grade
just weaned at a few weeks old has
cost very little to grow it, but the
yearling common steer has cost over
$25 to carry him to one year old. Our
friend says that he is careful to keep
a pure bred bull at the head of his
herd of grade cows, and in this way
always manages to turn off some high
grade steers for beef at 20 to 24
months old that brings him SBS to
$93 per head, and of course he says
it Is all due to good breeding and good
feeding.

Instances of this kind illustrate
the value of good blood at the head of
the beef herd better than anything
else can. Even with fairly good com-
mon cows, with a well bred bull, the
herd can soon be so improved as to
greatly increase its product.—Indiana
farmer.

Why We Should Cultivate.
At a farmers’ institute, lately held,

the writer heard a city man remark
to a farmer that if there were no
weeds all the farmer need to do would
be to sow his crop and then reap, and
to ray surprise the farmer seemed to
sanction almost every word of the re-
mark, as he publicly gave vent to his
feelings in regard to originating some-
thing that would annihilate the weeds.

Of course this man was no criterion
to go by, but there are hundreds and
thousands just like him. Cultivating is
done because of several reasons and
the killing of the weeds is but one of
the many reasons. Cultivated plants
will grow alongside of weeds, but, of
course, will not do well; but without
cultivation all useful plants will fail
to grow, and this one fact assures us
that it will forever be impossible for
the farmer to grow that which he has
sown without a goodly amount of hoe-
ing or cultivating or something that
will take their place. The sooner the
“tillage is manure” theory takes hotd
of our farmers the better, for cultiva-
tion unlocks fertility and plants can-
not exist without it.—Weekly Witness.

Bran Mash for Horses.
This is a common feed for horses

by all good horsemen, but all do not
take the pains to make the mash prop-
erly. An old horse feeder says that to
make a good bran mash, first wash out
a bucket with boiling water, then pom-
in the quantity of water required, say
three pints, and stir in three pounds
of bran. Cover up and leave it for a
couple of hours or more if not required
for immediate use a mash takes
hours to get cold and is often
given to a sick horse too hoi and re-
fused when it would have been taken
if properly prepared and given warm
instead of scalding hot. The addition
of a tablespoonful of salt in the ordin-
ary mash of a Saturday night can be
recommended to keep down parasites
and promote digestion, but should not
be part of a sick horse's diet unless
specially ordered. A mixture of lin-
seed and bran is often prescribed, both
as food and a poultice. To one part
of linseed, two of bran is a desirable
proportion for To get
all the feeding value out of linseed,
several hours should be allowed for
cooking, not mere infusing, as with a
bran mash, but gently simmering on
the side of the stove. The vessels
should be filled and towards the end
the lid may be taken off and evapora-
tion permitted while cooking.—lndiana
Farmer.

Cultivation Makes Fruit.
We must put brain work into fruit

growing to succeed. I believe over
ha]f the fruit trees set during the
past fifteen years have never paid the
first cost of the tree. The trees, a? a
rule, are all right, but the fault is
with us. We are allowing them to
starve to death. Nothing on our farms
will show good care quicker or make
a larger return than a fruit tree. This
is the line of argument advanced by
V. P. DeCoster, of Oxford county. Me.,
in an address before the Maine Pomo-
logical society.

Continuing, he said; “I believe
we are making a mistake in allowing
our trees to bear too heavily. I think
a tree properly dressed, • pruned and
thinned will bear every year. When
it is allowed to overbear it brings such
a strain upon it that it takes years for
it to recuperate. All small and wormy
fruit should be picked off before it
ripens. I have visited many of the
most successful orchardists of the
slate and it appears to me that the
continued use of commercial fertiliz-
ers sown or spread upon the gras*,
ground will cause the grass to become
root-bound and hard and you do not
get the results sought.

“Cultivation aids the chemicals so
that better results appear than when
omitted. Fine cultivation with the ap-
plication of liberal fertilizer has been
employed to the improvement of both
trees and fruit. Therefore, the result
of my observation is, tha' the orchard-
ists w-ho aje getting the best results
are those who are fertilizing and cul-
tivating Uieir orchards. Some are do-
lug It in one way and some in another.
Apples should be thinned usually earlr

in July. All varieties do not need It.
Rhode Island Greening and Spy arc in
this class. Baldwins should to*
thinned.”

Care of Poultry.
If your poultry house is tight and

dry, the hens will not have roup or
rattling in the throat. A little cold
is not nearly so harmful as drafts or
dampness.

How about installing an incubator
for hatching in the spring? No farm-
er who started with a good machine
ever regretted the step. Think it
over. We’ll give you some valuable
pointers on the subject in the next
isssue or two.

Then there is another matter that
is becoming of paramount importance-
at the present time. We refer to the
matter of getting eggs in winter.
Watch for some interesting informa-
tion along this line next month. Bur,
here is something for you to think
over in the meantime: —The first es-
sential in the production of eggs is the
■health of the hens. You can never
have a flock of record-breaking egg
producers if any of them are lacking
in vigor or stamina.

Hen’s eggs are preferable to pullet’s
eggs for hatching purposes, for as a
rule the eggs from hens are larger am!
contain stronger germs which give-
more vigorous chicks. On the other
hand, pullets are sure to produce the
larger number of eggs.

The man who sticks to one breed
from year to year, through all its ups
and downs, is certain in the long run
to enjoy the fruits of his constancy.
A good poultry-man can make a good
success with any breed.

The comb of a fowl occupies the
same position as an indicator of the
health as does the tongue of a person.
A healthy comb is a deep red; any
other color means that something is
wrong.

Give your fowls all they can do dur-
ing the day, but never all they can eat.
In the morning give them justenougli
to free them from the extreme pangs
of hunger and make them work for all
they get. Leave the filling of their
crops till night. This will keep them
vigorous and healthy and prevent them
from getting into the bad habit of in-
activity.—Epitomist.

Notes From the Farm.

Never shout at a young horse while
training him.

Good feeding consists in giving as

much as the hog will eat.
Give the hogs plenty of charcoal and

ashes. Salt once a week.

Keep plenty of clean water within
reach of your hogs at all times.

Much sickness among hogs is due
to uncertain quarters, wet pens and
exposure.

In cattle feeding, cow pea and alfal-
fa hay make up a good substitute for
wheat bran.

Watch your horses’ eyes. Many a
horse could be saved from blindness if
commonsense care were given in time.

Horses which are judiciously fed
and well groomed will stand double
the amount of hard work they would
under careless care.

The brood mare should have a few
hours’ exercise in the yard or on the
road every day. . It does not pay to
keep her confined.

One hundred pounds of wheat bran
contains 12.2 pounds of digestive pro-
tein. 39.2 pounds of digestible carbohy-
drates and 2.7 pounds either extract
or fat.

Pigs suffering from scours may be
helped and many times cured by feed-
ing them milk that has been boiled
and to which a pint of scorched flour
has been added for each gallon.

All kinds of growing stock should
have plenty of exercise. Animal growth
cannot be made successfully unless
every muscle has had an opportunity
to be brought into use.

Substitute Phrase Wanted.
The Boston Transcript raises the

important question whether or not
the country can find some substitut *

for the term “summer boarder.” Tak-
ing the term collectively custom al-
ready has improved it in this neigh-

borhood. The “summer colony” is the
not unpleasing phrase common at our

more pretentious resorts, while "the
city people” serves in simpler places
in Illinois, Wisconsin and Michigan.
Yet using these appellations in the
singular we get “summer colonist”
or possibly “city telle’-, which will
not do at all. The best individual
labels that actual use hereabout has
sanctioned are “cottager,” “camper”

or “summer visitor.” Although these
terms may not have universal accept-
ance, vet the fact remains that th p

“summer boarder is largely unknow r.

here outside the pages of the comic
weeklies. This change is probably
due to the fact that he no longer

boards. If he does board, instead of
establishing his own separate house-
hold, he deserves to be called almostj
anything that the Transcript or the

New England dialect can think of.-
Chicago Evening Post.

Spring Guns in Trunk.

A King county court convicted a man
who set a spring cun in his trunk
which killed the landlady, of murder
in the second degree. Malice was not
proved, and the supreme court has
just reversed the lower court and di-
rected anew and fa-r trial. The case
presents curious questions of law-. It
seems that the curiosity of the wo-
man was the cause of her death. It
is a w-arning to all to keep out of
other people’s trunks. Still, a ma<
who sees a trap gun in his trunk
should not go acquitted In such a case.
Suppose the owner of the trunk left
the city or died and it became lawful
to open his trunk? It is a most dan-
gerous method of protecting property
—Taooxae Ledger-


